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Horn Gallery sound technicians laid off without warning

EVEY WEISBLAT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Horn Gallery sound technicians were laid off and told that their supervision would likely be changed to fall
under Library and Information Services
(LBIS) instead of the Office of Student
Engagement (OSE).
Dean of Campus Life Laura Kane
first informed the technicians of this
change in a virtual meeting at the beginning of the semester, telling them
that she had been having conversations
with LBIS over the summer about transferring over supervision of the group to
them. Kane said that, while this management change was not certain, the students would likely not be rehired to their
jobs from the previous semester.
The sound technicians had requested the meeting with Kane in order to ask
for more transparency and greater communication with their management.
The meeting, they said, seemed to reflect
the opposite of their requests.
“It was at that meeting that they
dropped the bombshell about LBIS,”
said Horn Gallery sound technician and
practice room manager Richard Shapiro
’23. “Instead of being able to read our demands, we were trying to figure out what
was going on. Supposedly, we should
have known about this for months.”
The sound technicians’ dismissal
comes as a majority of student employees have unionized via the Kenyon Student Worker Organizing Committee
(K-SWOC). If their union is officially
recognized by the College, they will become the nation’s first comprehensive
undergraduate union and may gain
greater protections through negotiations
with the administration. All of the Horn
Gallery sound technicians have signed
union cards with K-SWOC.
After the first meeting, Kane told the
sound technicians that she would be in
touch about the rehiring process. After
receiving no update from Kane, sound
technician Zach Hollander ’21 emailed

The Horn Gallery remains quiet without its sound technicians. | Sara Haleblian
Kane about having a second meeting to
see if the group could get moved to the
Maintenance Department instead of
LBIS. At this second meeting, Kane told
sound technicians that they could not be
moved to Maintenance nor would they
be hired in the meantime while such
decisions were underway. “No one else
in the office told us that, nor did anyone
tell us that none of us were being rehired,”
Shapiro said. “We only found each of
these pieces of information out at two
separate meetings.”
Kane said that she had assumed the
sound technicians had been informed
of the possible management change by
the time they reached out to her. It wasn’t
until the initial meeting with them that
she realized this was not the case. She
noted that former OSE Director Sam
Filkins had been considering changing
the group’s management at the end of
last semester, and his departure over the

summer had led to the confusion.
As for their employment status, Kane
claims that she didn’t “outright [say] that
people wouldn’t be rehired.” She emphasized that students could reapply for job
opportunities when the College “would
begin to need that type of role on campus
again.”
Sound technicians, however, took
Kane’s statements at the meeting as a
clear indication that they are not going to
get their jobs back, at least not anytime in
the near future. In particular, many were
frustrated by the administration’s reasoning for this decision: that they didn’t
have work for the sound technicians to
do without the Horn holding any live
events.
“I’ve been in contact with [the Horn
managers] over the summer and we’ve
been talking about how we want to
have a website for the Horn and put on
virtual shows, live Q&As,” said Sajara

Magdaleno Urquieta ’22, a former student manager and sound technician for
the Horn Gallery student organization
“Even without bands here, we were talking about how we want student bands to
be able to perform in this virtual space
as well. … We have a lot of ideas that we
haven’t been able to put [on] because the
school isn’t letting us do anything.”
Urquieta, who is also a member of the
K-SWOC steering committee, explained
that sound technicians work in tandem
with the Horn to put on shows. The student organization, she said, has ideas for
entertainment that they want to carry
out but have been unable to do so without
sound technicians, who could execute
the technical aspects of the Horn’s virtual
programming.
The sound technicians had a followup meeting with Kane to discuss the
change in management and the possibility of being rehired under such a change.

At this meeting, Emma Spivack ’21, comanager of the Horn student organization, mentioned that the group would
like to implement programming with
the help of the sound technicians. However, Kane did not see this as enough reason to rehire the group, and directed her
to the student organization’s advisor to
flesh out their specific needs.
“It doesn’t seem right to me to hire a
bunch of students with an overly vague
or ambiguous job description and then
potentially have no work for them,” Kane
said. “So we’re just going to wait until the
situation unfolds a little bit more so we
can see what the needs actually are before
we move on with any hiring.”
Notably, other members of K-SWOC
also attended the second meeting with
Kane, who expressed confusion and surprise by their presence.
“I’m not exactly sure what K-SWOC
had wanted to accomplish when they
joined the meeting with the Horn Gallery sound techs,” she said. “I wasn’t
aware that they were going to be there.”
When Kane became aware that
members of K-SWOC had joined the
meeting, she invited Vice President for
Student Affairs Meredith Harper Bonham ’92 to join as well. Meanwhile, Kane
declined a request to enter from Hayden
Schortman ’08, who has been integral
to K-SWOC’s organizing efforts and
has served as their advisor. When asked
about this decision later, Kane suggested
that Schortman should “continue to provide advice for [K-SWOC] outside of this
meeting.”
According to Noah Griffith-Rosenberger ’21, a sound technician and new
member of the K-SWOC steering committee, this gave the impression that
Kane did not take the student union seriously.
“K-SWOC’s not just some club,” he
said. “It’s a student worker union, and
the administration’s got to start to understand that.”
Kinsey Uzelac contributed to reporting.

Kenyon mourns the loss of Professor Emeritus Carlos Piano

ARIELLA KISSIN
FEATURES EDITOR

On Wednesday, Sept. 16, Charles “Carlos”
Piano H’06, died at 83. He was a professor emeritus
of Spanish and longtime member of Kenyon’s Department of Modern Languages and Literatures
(MLL). At the time of his death, he lived in Oxford,
Ohio.
Piano grew up in New Jersey and graduated
summa cum laude from Rutgers University in
1958. In 1960, he attended graduate school at the
University of California, Los Angeles, where he
earned his master’s degree in 1960 and his doctorate in 1967. He taught at Kenyon for 37 years before
retiring in 2006.
When Piano began teaching at Kenyon in the
fall of 1969, he joined a small department of four
French and German professors. According to
Professor of Spanish Clara Román-Odio, Piano
“stood by [his colleagues and students] when the

MLL Department went through growing pains.”
Over many years, Kenyon’s Spanish faculty grew
to include seven members, and the MLL Department became one of the largest on campus, covering eight languages.
Piano was instrumental in developing and
expanding the MLL Department. He helped
establish the International Studies major and
the Kenyon Intensive Language program, while
diversifying the departmental majors to include
area studies and modern languages, among other
academic programs that are present on campus
to this day.
“Carlos, a skillful administrator, worked tirelessly in different capacities (among them as departmental chair) to advance initiatives that both
strengthened MLL and enriched the College,”
Professor Emerita of Spanish Linda Metzler wrote.
Piano also served as director of the Great Lakes
Colleges Association Latin America Program in
Bogotá, Colombia for seven years.
Piano not only made a tremendous impact on

his department, but also touched the lives of individual students and colleagues, many of whom
remember his stories to this day. According to his
colleagues, friends and former students, Piano
radiated kindness and generosity.
“I remember when, in my job interview, he
offered me to teach his Spanish American Poetry
course, my specialty at the time,” Román-Odio
remembered. “This generous offer influenced my
decision to join the Kenyon community.”
Similarly, Professor of Chinese Jianhua Bai
recalled how Piano instantly made him feel welcome when he first arrived to Kenyon by giving
him a personal tour of the campus.
“I feel that I lost a best friend and family member,” Bai noted. “He made MLL a pleasant place to
work and be around.”
According to Metzler, “Carlos Piano harbored
the intimate conviction that shared stories — stories read, studied, said aloud — could illuminate
individual lives and render common experience
meaningful as little else could.”

A gifted storyteller, Piano would often recount
how he found himself at Kenyon: While teaching
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison as an
assistant professor of Spanish, he came across an
advertisement listing a Spanish teaching position
at Kenyon and applied without hesitation. At the
time, Spanish had not been taught at Kenyon for a
year, since the death of Professor James R. Browne,
the sole faculty member capable of teaching the
language. According to Metzler, when Piano
toured the campus for the first time, then-Professor of French Dr. Edward Harvey pointed out a
grave in the cemetery and said, “Therein lies your
predecessor.”
“I am comforted in Carlos’s loss by imagining
that the stories he taught — and the ones he told
— continue to swirl about those whose lives he
touched, delighting, teaching, and richly perplexing us,” Metzler wrote to the Collegian.
Piano is survived by his wife, Helina Oinas
Piano, and daughter, Aili Piano, an editor in New
York City.
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Voters to pay for own postage Decatur unveils 5-year plan
ALISON BUCKLEY
STAFF WRITER

According to a minority caucus
blog on the Ohio House website, on
Sept. 14, the Ohio State Controlling
Board decided that the state will not
pay for the postage required to mail
absentee ballots for the November
general election. Instead, absentee
voters will have to pay for the stamps
themselves. This decision comes less
than two months before the presidential election and has been highly
anticipated by Ohio absentee voters.
As reported by the Fulcrum, Ohio
Secretary of State Frank LaRose
proposed an allocation of $3 million
for stamps for Ohio absentee ballots,
which would have used a portion of
federally granted Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act
(CARES) funds; LaRose cited the
safety concerns surrounding in-person voting and the increase in absentee ballots as reasons for the legislation. Of the seven members on the
Controlling Board, four Republican
representatives on the board rejected
the proposal, while two Democrats
were in favor and one member, the
state budget director appointed by
the Governor, did not vote.
This decision is the result of a
three-month-long saga. According to
the minority caucus blog, LaRose was
first granted approval in June to put
federal CARES Act funds towards

minimizing the public health risks of
this election presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. Ohio House Democrats called upon him to allocate
funds toward absentee ballot return
postage. LaRose did not favor this
use of funds and, in July, testified in
support of a bill that would not allow
him to use the CARES money for absentee ballot return postage.
On Aug. 18, however, LaRose presented a request to the Controlling
Board asking for approval to pay for
absentee ballot return postage. According to the minority caucus blog,
the Controlling Board declined to
hear LaRose’s proposal until Sept. 14,
when they officially rejected it. This
was Ohio’s last chance at obtaining
approval from the Controlling Board
for the absentee ballot return postage
in time for the November election.
Ohio Rep. Brigid Kelly expressed
her disappointment in the Controlling Board’s decision. “We need to
make it easier for Ohioans to vote,
not more difficult,” she said. “This
means that when we have the ability
to pay for return postage, we should
do it.”
Other Ohio House Democrats
joined Kelly in her disapproval of the
Controlling Board’s choice, expressing concerns that this decision would
hinder Ohioans from exercising their
right to vote in the November election.

GRACE GOLDSTEIN
STAFF WRITER
SPENCER HIRSCH
STAFF WRITER

At t he t hird Student Council
meeting of t he 2020-21 academic
year, President Sean Decatur asked
t he governing body to f ind student
candidates for Kenyon’s new steering committee, a group t hat w ill
determine t he College’s goa ls and
mission for t he next f ive years.
The prev ious steering committee
disbanded in 2014 af ter formulating
t he College’s 2020 Plan, which took
ef fect in 2015. Wit h 2020 nearing
its end, Decatur entrusted t he Student Council to star t t he planning
process once again.
Si x members from t he Board of
Trustees have a lready joined t he
steering committee, according to
Decatur, and he hopes to “sample a
broad cross section of t he Kenyon
communit y” in f illing t he committee’s t hree to four remaining positions.
Student Council w ill rev iew applications in t he coming weeks for
student members. Decatur would
like for t he committee to star t its
work by next mont h, and said its

work would last t he entire academic
year.
In his presentation to t he Council, Decatur said t hat t he College’s
new strategic plan w ill be prett y
similar to t he last one. The 2020
Plan saw major ef for ts towards inclusiv it y, including t he formation
of t he Of f ice of Diversit y, Equit y,
and Inclusion. Decatur expects t his
work to continue, especia lly in t he
wa ke of renewed ca lls for socia l
justice reform across t he countr y.
He stressed t he urgency of t he College’s anti-racism work. “It’s not a
f ive- or si x-year issue,” he said. “It’s
a response t hat rea lly needs to happen now.”
The new strategic plan w ill not
update t he Master Plan, but w ill
instead focus on enhancing socia l
experience and sustainabilit y, according to Decatur.
Decatur a lso hoped to implement
a larger internationa l component in
t he College’s new strategic plan. He
noted t hat t he last few years missed
out on t his oppor tunit y, mainly
because t he College focused more
closely on loca l relations. “It would
be great, look ing for ward, [to] put
t hat same k ind of energ y and ef for t
into t hink ing about Kenyon’s position more globa lly,” he said.

Campus Senate discusses barriers to student employment
YANA HONCHARUK
STAFF WRITER

C a mpu s S enate held it s
second l ive st rea med meeti ng of t he seme ster on
T hu rsd ay, S ept . 17, where
it pr i ma r i ly d isc u s sed t he
c u r rent st ate of st udent
employ ment .
Fac u lt y C o - cha i r Jonat ha n Ta z ewel l bega n t he
d isc u s sion of st udent
employ ment by add re s si ng t he is sue of gat her i ng

feedback on employee s’ exper ience s . One of h is ma i n
concer ns wa s how to “reach
out to st udent s who a re
employee s w it hout put t i ng
t hem i n a ci rc u mst a nce
where t he y feel pre s su red
to t a l k to u s about t hei r
employ ment .”
S ome of t he pos sible so lut ions weig hed by S enate
members i nvolved sendi ng out a su r ve y t hat wou ld
prov ide a space for st udent s to subm it t hei r su gge st ions a nd i nv it i ng t hem
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a nony m it y to create a le s s
pre s su r i ng env i ron ment .
A s t he d isc u s sion pro g re s sed , St udent E mployment C oord i nator Heid i
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a nd why t he y were created .
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Nor r is ex pla i ned t hat employers get “t he cla s si f ic at ion g u id a nce , depend i ng
on what t he job ent a i l s ,”
wh ich deter m i ne s how t he y
pay t hei r employee s .
Nor r is a lso re vea led t he
log ist ic s of job a n nou ncement post s on Ha nd sha ke ,
a nd why some st udent s
may be chosen for t he se
posit ions i nstead of ot hers . She ex pla i ned t hat
employers may g ive preference to uppercla s smen w it h
ex per ience , or not publ i-

c i z e open posit ions on t he
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College provides students two extra weeks for Pass/D/Fail
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ADAM SAMET
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

During the Sept. 13 Student
Council meeting, Vice President of
Academic Affairs Delaney Gallagher ’23, on behalf of the Committee on Academic Standards (CAS),
outlined a range of academic policy
changes for this semester, from
grading deadlines to the assessment
of failed classes.
The most significant of these
changes is an extended deadline
for declaring a class as Pass/D/Fail.
Students will now have up to eight
weeks after a course’s start to make
the choice — two weeks more than
in the past.
Pass/D/Fail, according to the
Kenyon website, exists to “encourage students to experiment with
disciplines and courses they might
not otherwise try.” According to
Gallagher, this change is intended to
further encourage this exploration
while limiting any anxiety.
Despite the timing of this decision, members of CAS have said it is
not a direct response to challenges
posed by COVID-19. “I don’t see it
making the curriculum easier at Kenyon, but [it] allow[s] students more
time to make an educated decision,”
Gallagher explained.
CAS also clarified the existing
procedure surrounding course failures due to COVID-19. The spring
2020 semester saw a significant increase in both the number of failed
classes and students petitioning to

BIRHANU T. GENESSE
withdraw due to illness (WI). Even
with this surge in WI applications,
the Office of Academic Advising
will continue to operate under normal procedures, considering each
on a case-by-case basis.
“There is evidential reason to
believe not all classes were failed
for extraordinary circumstances or
covid related reasons,” Gallagher
wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Gallagher added that she is planning on meeting with Joe Murphy,
director of the Center for Innova-

tive Pedagogy, to best implement
academic changes moving forward.
With Murphy’s expertise, CAS’s
future changes are expected to ease
students’ academic woes, according
to Gallagher.
In response to debate on the
nature of merit awards in times
of heightened inequity, Kenyon’s
administration is questioning the
granting of such honors. Hoping
to mitigate the issues associated
with these accolades, Gallagher is
working with other Student Coun-

cil members to create awards for
excellence outside of the classroom.
However, given that the presenting
of awards is generally an end-of-semester occurrence, Student Council
tabled the topic in order to discuss
more pressing issues.
CAS also announced the approval of American Sign Language
(ASL) as an option for the College’s
language requirement. Students
will prove their proficiency via an
examination, just as they would
for any of Kenyon’s other offered

languages. However, Kenyon’s Department of Modern Languages and
Literatures is not planning to offer
ASL classes. The change is simply
to allow students who took ASL at
their high schools to be recognized
by the College.
As the fall 2020 semester moves
forward, Kenyon hopes to provide
students with effective academic
policies. Student Council meetings
are open to the general body of the
College and are held on Sundays at 7
p.m. via Google Hangouts.

Remembering Justice Ginsberg Kenyon redesigns website
ZELLA LEZAK
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, Sept. 18, Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg died at 87 due to complications from metastatic cancer of the pancreas.
Ginsburg was one of the most powerful legal
forces for social justice in American history, as
well as a cultural, Jewish and feminist icon.
Ginsburg graduated from Cornell University in 1954. In 1956, she went to Harvard
University to pursue her law degree, which she
completed at Columbia University in 1959.
At the start of her career in the 1960s,
Ginsburg struggled to find a job in the legal
profession because of limited opportunities for
women. It was not until a favorite Columbia
University professor convinced Judge Edmund
L. Palmieri of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York to hire Ginsburg as a clerk that she got her first opportunity to work in the legal field. She then went
on to become a research associate at Columbia
University. In 1963, Justice Ginsburg began as
a professor at Rutgers Law School. At the time,
she was only one of about 20 female law professors in the United States.
In 1970, Ginsburg co-founded the Women’s
Rights Law Reporter, the first law review to
focus specifically on women’s rights. Continuing her advocacy work in cases of sex discrimination, she co-founded the Women’s Rights
Project at the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) in 1972.
In 1971, Ginsburg wrote the brief for Reed

v. Reed, in which the Supreme Court reaffirmed the Equal Protection Clause of the
14th Amendment, stating famously that the
Idaho Probate Code could not discriminate
“on the basis of sex.”
Ginsburg continued to fight for gender
equality after being nominated to the U.S.
Court of Appeals by President Jimmy Carter.
In 1993, President Bill Clinton nominated
Ginsburg to the U.S. Supreme Court, making
her the second female justice in American
history. During her time as a justice, Ginsburg
advocated relentlessly for gender equality during cases such as United States v. Virginia and
Ledbetter v. Goodyear, and for abortion rights
through cases such as Stenberg v. Carhart and
Roe v. Wade.
Justice Ginsburg’s dissents were a central
aspect of her legacy. A primary example of this
was Ginsburg’s 2013 condemnation of Shelby
County v. Holder, a case which contradicted
the 1965 Voting Rights Act. In her dissent,
Ginsburg declared, “Throwing out preclearance when it has worked and is continuing to
work to stop discriminatory changes … is like
throwing away your umbrella in a rainstorm
because you are not getting wet.”
Justice Ginsburg died after serving 27
years on the bench of the Supreme Court. She
passed away on the eve of the Jewish new year,
Rosh Hashanah. Rabbi Richard Jacobs, the
leader of the Jewish Reform Movement, told
Reuters, “One of the themes of Rosh Hashanah suggests that very righteous people would
die at the very end of the year, because they
were needed until the very end.”

HUIJUN MAO
STAFF WRITER

The new Kenyon website officially
launched on Sept. 16.
Led by the Office of Communications,
the project of redesigning the Kenyon
website started a year ago in cooperation
with Fastspot.
The staff members had been continually refining their plans, goals and priorities
for the project ever since, looking at the
analytics of the old website and talking
with people around campus. The idea for
the redesign, however, was not necessarily new.
“A redesign is something that every
college plans for on a cyclical basis,” explained Vice President for Communications Janet Marsden. “Even if we didn’t
start until a year ago, it has been something that our team is planning for and
getting ready.”
One of the most noticeable updates to
the website is that purple no longer assumes the prominent role in the overall
layout. Despite this change, Marsden assures people that her team has not “abandoned Kenyon purple.” Instead, the team
has decided to represent Kenyon’s spirit
by increasing the website’s focus on the
College’s most distinctive feature: its literary atmosphere. “I think that [emphasis]
really captures Kenyon in a beautiful and
poetic way,” Marsden said.
The new website aims to place that
focus on writing in the forefront. “The

design [of the new website] allows us to
feature and bubble more of the content,”
said Marsden. A section called “Writing
at Kenyon” under the Academics column
showcases quotes from student writings
and student publications like HIKA and
Lyceum and features student blogs in the
“Kenyon News” section.
According to Marsden, the other driving force behind the redesign was to more
effectively present Kenyon to prospective students. In order to do so, a large
number of personal writings have been
included in the website’s “Explore Kenyon” section.
A week after the website’s launch, students and faculty have responded positively, Marsden says. As members of the
Kenyon community get used to the new
website, the Office of Communications
welcomes constructive feedback from
users. “We hope that people will share
with us their experience with it so that we
can continue to put that in best use,” said
Marsden.
Though the overall redesign is finished,
the work isn’t done for the Office of Communications. In the coming months, they
will monitor the website closely. “We will
be looking at our traffic to see how people
are using the site,” said Burns. “Then we
can see whether there are adjustments we
need to make.” The Office will continue
to constantly analyze, revise and update
the site. “The website is a tool as much as a
publication. It’s something we are touching all the time,” Marsden said.
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Romero ’22 launches Venezuelan humanitarian campaign
ARIELLA KISSIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Nearly eight months ago, Raul
Romero ’22 sent an email to the
Kenyon community asking, “Are
you aware of what’s going on in
Venezuela and want to help out?
Are you interested in working with
a team ... to deliver aid through a
direct, and different strategy?”
Romero, who was born in Venezuela, invited students to learn
about Yakera, a humanitarian aid
platform that he founded while attending a Middlebury College entrepreneurship program.
Yakera, which means “gratitude” in the Venezuelan indigenous language Warao, strives
to support families caught in the
crosshairs of conflict and political
instability.
“Our aim is to uplift Venezuelan voices and allow for direct
transfers and humanitarian aid
that actually reaches people and
satisfies their needs,” Romero explained.
In 2014, Venezuela’s inflation
rate rose to dangerous levels, and
the country subsequently fell into
a state of hyperinflation, causing food shortages. Additionally,
the extreme levels of hyperinflation have rendered wages almost
worthless.
“Right now, the minimum
wage in Venezuela is about $3 per
month,” Romero said. “The situation has really worsened over the
past few years.”
At the same time, political turmoil has put people’s livelihoods
at risk.
“I remember last year when
there were some protests going
on and there was some unrest and
military uprisings ... my family

calling me at 7 a.m. telling me that
they were going to go out when
the military uprisings were happening.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has
only exacerbated the existing crisis: According to Romero, over
70 percent of all hospitals don’t
have access to soap, and the official number of positive COVID-19
cases is unclear.
“The healthcare system has imploded,” Romero said. Although
the U.N. and some international
organizations have focused their
efforts on Venezuelan refugees
across the border in Colombia and
Brazil, humanitarian aid organizations are not able to physically
enter the country due to governmental regulations. “There’s no
way that aid can be delivered in
the way that it’s been conventionally imagined.”
This is where Yakera’s crowdfunding mission comes in: Yakera
aims to facilitate a way in which
Venezuelan families can receive
anonymous, non-inflated financial transfers cashed into their
local bank accounts. The current
economic crisis obstructs families from benefiting from popular
crowdfunding services like GoFundMe or Kickstarter. Yakera is a
Venezuela-specific platform based
on an accommodating model that
eases those financial limitations
and promotes an interactive yet
secure dynamic between donors
and applicants.
While at Middlebury, Romero
received recognition for his humanitarian aid vision and won an
Innovation Challenge award. He
brought his idea to Kenyon, where
his interest meeting connected
several students with an interest
not only in Venezuelan aid efforts

Romero founded Yakera to help struggling Venezuelan families. | COURTESY OF RAUL ROMERO
but in general human rights endeavors as well.
At Kenyon, Romero and his
team realized Romero’s idea. They
started their work in early February of 2020, only a few weeks
before the COVID-19 pandemic
obstructed prospects of in-person
interaction. Despite these obstacles, Romero and his peers continued to build the project — and
expand the Yakera team — remotely. The team expanded inter-

nationally, gaining members from
England, Luxembourg and many
other countries.
Currently, Romero and his
team hope to conduct a trial of
their platform in December with
a local partner, Nutriendo el Futuro. The trial will be conducted in
the community of El Calvario, El
Hatillo in Venezuela’s capital city,
Caracas. It will support 12 families with a variety of expenses, including food, education, business-

es and healthcare.
The team will monitor community impact and collect data which
will later be used to improve the
program. “We need to know how
this is actually making an impact
on people’s lives beyond their testimonies,” Romero said.
Yakera’s team is currently gathering donations to support their
initial trial run via a GoFundMe
page; Romero calls on those who
are financially able to donate.

Hillel finds innovative ways to celebrate High Holy Days
PEGGY STANSBERY
STAFF WRITER
JOSEPH POZO
STAFF WRITER

In the era of social distancing, Kenyon’s Jewish community members are
faced with a particular challenge: How to
celebrate Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, two holidays which revolve around
group celebration, while also staying safe?
“Generally, during Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur, you want to gather together for services in the temple. You read
the Torah, say blessings together and connect with friends and family,” Caleb Newman ’24, a first-year Jewish student, said.
Jewish Chaplain and Director of Hillel
Marc Bragin, who has been working at
Kenyon since 2006, sees a way to create
new opportunities while celebrating Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur in the time of
COVID-19. “I am, of course, sad we can’t
gather together,” Bragin said. “But I’m
also really happy for this new opportunity
to look at things from a different perspective. And that’s what Rosh Hashanah is
really all about: looking at things from a
new perspective.”
While this year’s celebrations have
certainly looked different from the large

Hillel welcomes Jewish and non-Jewish students alike. | Sara Haleblian
communal dinners and services of past
years, Bragin has found other ways for
the Kenyon community to celebrate the
holidays together. For instance, on the eve
of Rosh Hashanah, Bragin offered a Zoom
service. Then on Rosh Hashanah, Bragin
organized a socially distanced Tashlikh
ritual at the Kokosing River — where
worshippers symbolically threw away
their sins by tossing bread into the moving
water.
Bragin had faculty members make
short videos about the holidays as well,
reading both ancient texts and singing

traditional songs. He then compiled the
videos together and sent them out on Rosh
Hashanah for students to watch. Additionally, Bragin passed out apples and honey
on Middle Path, wishing students a happy
new year and connecting the community
in a socially distanced manner.
Bragin noted how the pandemic has
actually helped bring people together.
“Currently, there are so many challenges,
obstacles and detours that we as a society
and community are working through. But
we work through them together, as one,”
Bragin said. “This is a good challenge to

look at how we connect with one another
without being face to face.”
Rothenberg Hillel House’s current
managers, Sofia Wilson ’23 and Sofia
Markey ’23, knew that they would have
to work to overcome the obstacles posed
by COVID-19, particularly when the
High Holy Days came around. As they
pondered how they would go about holding these ceremonies, they made sure to
keep in mind Bragin’s focus for the year:
accessibility. “Hillel is for all of Gambier,
not just students.” Markey said. “People
really want to feel connected, as part of a
community.”
The managers praise Bragin’s ability
to create a familiar atmosphere for all
who attend, despite the different backgrounds that each individual brings
with them. Although she comes from
a different sect of Judaism than what is
practiced at Hillel, Wilson admits that
the environment that has been created
“reminds [her] of being home, singing
with [her] family and eating with them.”
Non-Jewish attendees of services and
holidays can find their own individual
benefit, as Hillel offers, as Wilson said, “a
place where you can learn about Judaism, even if you don’t practice it, which I
think is really special.”
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Despite evolution, coffee shop remains community staple
EMILY YOURMAN
STAFF WRITER

Wiggin Street Coffee has gone through
many names and owners during its time
on campus, but it has always managed to
foster a sense of community among its patrons. According to an April 1995 Collegian article, the idea to start a coffee shop
was born after students gave “constructive
yet unfeasible criticism” about Common
Ground, Kenyon’s student-operated coffee house at the time. Instead of making
the improvements, a new coffee house
was proposed by the Kenyon Coffeehouse
Committee, a Kenyon Senate subcommittee. In addition to the general need for
a coffee shop, the school also wanted to
create a late-night space for students “not
interested in drinking alcohol or attending parties where alcohol is the primary
beverage.”
The College settled on refurbishing
a building called the KC, which was a
space used as a party venue by groups
that didn’t have their own place. The
Kenyon Coffeehouse Committee stated
in their report that they decided to lease
to a privately owned coffee shop in the
space because it had “the character that
would complement a coffeehouse.” They
also thought having an independently
owned shop would be the most stable and
dependable model.
By early 1996, a new coffee shop,
the Red Door Cafe, replaced Common
Ground. It continued operating until
their lease expired in 2003. “The College
felt the cafe hadn’t met the expectations
of the lease, because it [Red Door] was
unable to maintain the late-night hours
and create a safe late-night alternative
to partying,” a January 2017 Collegian
article states.
After this lease expired, the Ken-

Wiggin Street Coffee fulfills its role on campus despite pandemic. | COURTESY OF SOPHIE KRICHEVSKY
yon Coffeehouse Committee once again
searched for a company to take over the
space, and Middle Ground Coffee opened
later in 2003. Middle Ground was owned
by a married couple, Joel Gunderson and
Margaret Lewis, who also own the Village Inn. The two met at Oberlin College
and eventually moved to Gambier, where
Gunderson’s father taught art at Kenyon.
The cafe was more food-focused than the
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Wiggin Street Coffee we know today. The
two had to manage both Middle Ground
and the Village Inn, but decided to cease
operations on the coffee shop in 2012 and
focus on the Inn after nearly a decade of
dealing with strenuous work hours. The
establishment was then taken over by the
River Road Coffeehouse chain, which
rebranded the store as the Wiggin Street
Coffee.

Currently, dots placed six feet apart
line the floor so patrons can maintain
their distance from one another while
they wait to order, and students pick their
coffee through an opening in the plastic barriers on the counter. Despite this,
many are hopeful that things will return
to the Wiggins will once again be a place
where students and community members
alike gather and study.
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Answer

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

11

8

Elizabeth Barrowman
’21

Sophomore Class Total:

6

First-Year Class Total:

6

Piper Diers ’22

Olivia Vrba ’23

Hannah Fedorov ’24

What is the name of Lady Gaga’s
new album?

Chromatica

Artpop

Chromatica

Still Gaga

Chromatica

Which national organization did Ruth
Bader Ginsburg work for as a lawyer
in the 1970s?

American Civil Liberties
Union
(ACLU)

ACLU

I’m sorry RBG, queen

ACLU

ACLU

When is Ohio’s voter registration
deadline?

October 5

October 8

October 3

October 15

October 3

Weeping beech

Weeping beech

Weeping willow

Weeping willow

Beech

Weekly Scores

2

1

1

2

What type of tree is Kenyon’s “upsidedown tree”?
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Amid pandemic, Chasers remain the only active a capella group
MIKAYLA CONNOLLY
ARTS EDITOR

T he f a l l s eme s ter i s u sua l ly f i l le d w it h op en hou s e s
a nd s howc a s e s f rom Kenyon’s a c ap el l a g roups , but
t h i s ye a r, a s w it h mo s t c olle ge ac t iv it ie s , t he pa ndem ic
h a s c h a nge d t h at . L ive p erfor m a nc e s a re su s p ende d a nd
t he g roups’ pr i m a r i ly up p erc l a s s le ader s h ip i s s pre ad
t h rou g hout t he c ou nt r y due
to b ei ng remote t h i s s eme s ter.
D ue to t he s e c h a l lenge s ,
a l l e xc e pt one a c ap el l a g roup
h ave de c ide d to go on h i at u s .
T he C h a s er s w i l l b e t he on ly
g roup to hold aud it ion s a nd
rehe a r s a l s t h i s s eme s ter.
T he C h a s er s’ le ader s h ip
u nder s t a nd t here a re l i mite d opp or t u n it ie s for p erfor m a nc e s t h i s s eme s ter, but
s t i l l w a nt to c ont i nue r u nn i ng t he g roup b e c au s e of
t he p o sit ive i mpac t it m ay
h ave on ne w s t udent s . “O u r
g roup m ade suc h a d i f ferenc e
w hen we were [f i r s t ye a r s],
g iv i ng p o sit ive upp erc l a s s men rel at ion s h ips a nd role
mo del s , [s o] we w a nte d to
prov ide t h at e ven i f it i s [v i rt u a l],” s a id K ate R a re y ’ 2 2 , a
c o -pre sident for t he C h a s er s .
Memb er s of t he C h a s er s ,
e s p e c i a l ly t ho s e on c a mpu s , were ent hu si a s t ic a b out
hold i ng aud it ion s a nd v i rt u a l rehe a r s a l s . “O u r s ophomore s
a re
f ac i l it at i ng
ou r c a l lbac k s ,” R a re y s a id .

“ T he y ’re doi ng hu ge a mou nt s
of work t h at i n m a ny w ay s
t he y weren’t pre pa re d for.”
T he C h a s er s’ le ader s h ip i s
mo s t ly of f c a mpu s , but t he y
h ave b e en suc c e s sf u l i n holdi ng me e t i ngs v i a Z o om . O nc e
rehe a r s a l s b e g i n, t he C h a s er s
e x p e c t to hold a m i x of i np er s on a nd v i r t u a l me e t i ngs .
A s for t he re s t of t he a c ap el l a c om mu n it y, onc e it w a s
a n nou nc e d t h at ju n ior s a nd
s en ior s wou ld s t udy remotely
for t he f a l l s eme s ter, S a r a h
Gre en s p on ’ 21 of t he R a n s om
Note s a nd her fel low a c ap ell a le ader s i m me d i ately c ontempl ate d how t he y m ig ht b e
a ble to p er for m or rehe a r s e
toge t her i n p er s on . Howe ver,
t he y s o on r a n up a ga i n s t t he
l i m it s of te c h nolog y.
“[ T here’s a l ac k of ] music i ntent ion w it h t h i s [v ide o c h at] m ac h i ner y,” Gre ens p on s a id . “It ’s h a rd w hen
you’re on Fac eTi me t r y i ng to
si ng a long w it h s ome one a nd
s ome one’s l a g g i ng b eh i nd . …
It do e sn’t work .”
T he a c ap el l a g roups hop e
t h at t he s pr i ng s eme s ter w i l l
b e s a fer a nd prov ide more
opp or t u n it ie s for l ive p er form a nc e . I n t he me a nt i me , t he
Kenyon c om mu n it y aw a it s
a d ay w hen t he y c a n he a r
a L onely Is l a nd m a s hup i n
Ro s s e Ha l l a ga i n .
Ne ws A s s i s t a nt Am a n d a
P y n e c ont r ib ute d to re p o r ting.
The 2019-20 Chasers at their fall concert | COURTESY OF KENNEDY FRAZIER

Billy Shakes returns to campus with updated programming
ANNIE STEUART
STAFF WRITER

T he Bi l ly Sha kes Projec t , Kenyon’s t heater out reach a nd educ at ion prog r a m foc u sed on spread i ng
t he work s of Sha kespea re, w i l l be
sha k i ng t h i ngs up t h is semester.
For mer Professor of Dr a ma Ke vi n R ich fou nded Bi l ly Sha kes i n
2011. From t hen on, t he st udent orga n i z at ion per for med Sha kespea re
a s a t roupe for t he Ga mbier commu n it y a nd broug ht Sha kespea re
to t h i rd t h roug h f i f t h g r aders at
Wig g i n St reet E lement a r y School
i n a n abr id ged for m.
L a st fa l l, t he g roup helped
a rou nd 30 Wig g i n St reet st udent s
per for m scenes f rom Macbeth, A
Mid summe r Night ’s D ream a nd
Haml et. Howe ver, t hey were not
able to per for m la st spr i ng , nor
w i l l t hey t h is fa l l, a s t he pa ndem ic
ha s su spended l ive t heater g loba l ly.
Unt i l l ive shows resu me, t he
club w i l l ema i l st udent s a newslet ter t w ice a week
feat u r i ng
v ideos , such a s a su m ma r y of a

Sha kespea re play, a per for ma nce,
d i rec t ions to a n i mprov ga me or a
si ng-a long song.
Von k ack nowled ged t he d i f f ic u lt y of hav i ng been put i n cha rge
of Bi l ly Sha kes a s a sophomore
w it hout leadersh ip by uppercla ss
st udent s. “It ’s def i n itely ha rd bec au se we were ju st f i rst yea rs la st
yea r a nd … we’ve a l l of a sudden
t a ken over bec au se of t he pa ndemic ,” she sa id .
Faced w it h t hese setback s , t he
f ive sophomores ser v i ng on Bi lly Sha kes’ exec ut ive boa rd recogn i z ed a n oppor t u n it y to ret h i n k
t he ways t he club ha s gone about
it s m ission of br i ng i ng t heater to
K nox C ou nt y. T he h iat u s on l ive
t heater combi ned w it h a lack of
oversig ht f rom uppercla ss st udent s
mea ns t he boa rd ha s a cha nce to
reshape t he club, accord i ng to
Von k .
T he boa rd is pla n n i ng to t r a nsfor m Bi l ly Sha kes by ex pa nd i ng it s
foc u s beyond Sha kespea re to i nclude a w ider r a nge of t heater i n
order to bet ter enga ge it s you ng
st udent s , accord i ng to boa rd mem-

ber L au r a Stone ‘23. She a nd Von k
had not iced t hat Sha kespea re wa s
toug h for t he k id s despite t he
club ’s at tempt s to choose f u n,
a ge-appropr iate scenes for t hem,
l i ke t he ones f rom A Mid summe r
Night ’s D ream i nvolv i ng fa i r ies or
one of t he rhy m i ng w itches scenes
f rom Macbeth.
“We wa nt to be a n avenue i nto
t heater for t hese k id s rat her t ha n
st a r t i ng t hem of f w it h cla ssic a l
Sha kespea re — wh ich somet i mes
when I read i n my Eng l ish cla ss ,
I don’t e ven u nderst a nd t he f u l l
g ist ,” she ex pla i ned .
Besides t he issue of comprehension, Stone wor r ied t hat Sha kespea re’s a ssociat ions w it h el it ism
“empha si z ed t he monet a r y d iv ide
i n Ga mbier,” a nd t hu s cou ld deter some fa m i l ies who m ig ht be
recept ive to more popu la r shows
l i ke T he Wiz ard of O z or Alice in
Wonde rl and. By put t i ng on accessible produc t ions , t he club w i l l be
ret u r n i ng to t he or ig i na l mea n i ng
of Sha kespea re, na mely what she
c a l led “t heater for t he ma sses.”
I n t he f ut u re, t he club wa nt s

to st a ge hou rlong mu sic a ls f rom
T heat re for You ng Aud iences — a
nat iona l yout h t heater orga n i z at ion — wh ich w i l l be open to Ga mbier a nd Mou nt Ver non resident s.
A longside rehea rsa ls for t hese music a ls , Bi l ly Sha kes hopes to hold
related work shops to teach t he k id s
t he element s of t heater, Stone sa id .
Bi l ly Sha kes is recr u it i ng new
members , a nd w i l l be host i ng a n
i nterest meet i ng at noon on Satu rd ay. T he club encou r a ges people
to u se t he i nter m ission f rom l ive
t heater a nd t he “ i nt i mate, i nterpersona l relat ionsh ips” to promote
t heater’s f ut u re i n K nox C ou nt y,
accord i ng to Von k .
Descr ibi ng her ow n pat h to Bi l ly
Sha kes , Von k sa id : “One of t he reasons I do t heater now is bec au se I
got to see shows at my h ig h school
a nd [on Broadway]. T hose shows
def i ned me, i nspi red me a nd made
me wa nt to do t heater mysel f. So
I t h i n k we have a rea l ly awesome
oppor t u n it y to g ive t hese k id s a nd
t h is com mu n it y t he sa me ex per iences t hat made me fa l l i n love
w it h t heater.”
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Kenyon should once
again adopt universal
Pass/Fail policy
We at the Collegian are pleased to see the faculty’s decision to
extend the Pass/D/Fail deadline from six weeks to eight weeks.
Not only does this change acknowledge that the pandemic poses
challenges for students’ academic success, but it embraces the notion that a liberal arts education creates space for students to take
risks and try new things.
That said, we believe that this extension does not go far
enough, and opens the floor for further discussion of grades as a
whole: As students complete their coursework this semester from
bedrooms, basements and dining room tables around the globe,
we urge the College to again adopt a universal Pass/Fail, with the
option to reveal grades at the end of the semester.
With roughly half of the student body continuing to take their
courses online, the College should keep in place the same standards it had when all students were studying remotely. Even students who are currently on campus struggle with the varying and
taxing effects of living in a pandemic. It does not make sense for
Kenyon to change this policy when the circumstances that precipitated it remain.
We recognize that the College made last semester’s policy to
consider the abrupt shift in circumstances, and that students were
not functioning under normal conditions. While the desire to
reinstate a sense of normalcy on the Hill is admirable, there’s no
getting around the fact that nothing about our current predicament is normal. It is true that, unlike last semester, professors have
had ample time to make the necessary adjustments to their syllabi to reflect students’ altered circumstances. However, students
were not prepared for another semester of online learning — quite
frankly, how could we ever be?
Furthermore, being off campus doesn’t just mean being separated from friends and peers — it also means that most students
have a variety of additional responsibilities, from basic household
chores to caring for sick family members to working jobs with a
high risk of exposure.
The pandemic has upturned all of our lives, and the increased
responsibilities that some of us face at home are not all that worry
us. Whether on campus or off, all students are struggling with
feelings of loneliness and, frankly, it makes it difficult to live a
healthy lifestyle. This prevailing sense of solitude is one experience all students, on and off campus, can identify with.
While the College had been helpful to students who lack the
resources for remote learning, these efforts cannot account for the
vast inequities, particularly in socioeconomic status, that limit
students’ ability to succeed both on and off campus. As the economy crashes and unemployment rates continue to remain high,
the College cannot act as if the game has not changed. While this
economic downturn is new, inequity among students is not: The
pandemic has exacerbated the pre-existing inequities among students across higher education. If Kenyon really wants to help all
of its students, adopting a universal Pass/Fail policy is the least it
could do.
In addition, a discussion of grading policies is not complete
without consideration for how it impacts those with disabilities
and mental illnesses. The unpredictable and unsettling world
of COVID-19 is a nightmare for those with conditions such as
anxiety and depression. Meanwhile, remote learning — and the
hoops it forces us to jump through — compounds the challenges
of the disabled. No student should feel they have to prioritize their
coursework over their mental or physical health, and the College
cannot truthfully guarantee that they won’t have to unless, at the
very least, they adopt a universal P/F system at this time.
The fact that systemic inequities have been exacerbated by the
pandemic should be reason enough for the College to change its
grading system to P/F for this semester. Taken together with the
feelings of isolation, frustrations of online learning and the constant uncertainty we are all facing in the wake of COVID-19, the
evidence is overwhelming: Students do not merely desire a P/F
system this fall — we need it. In its failure to adopt this policy, the
College is both complicating and ignoring the simple fact that —
for faculty and students alike —the pandemic has changed life as
we know it on and off the Hill.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Mae Hunt
’21 and Evey Weisblat ’21, managing editor Sophie Krichevsky ’21
and executive director Elizabeth Stanley ’21. You can contact them
at hunt1@kenyon.edu, weisblat1@kenyon.edu, krichevsky1@kenyon.edu and stanley2@kenyon.edu, respectively.
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I had COVID-19; Kenyon made it worse
ANONYMOUS
CONTRIBUTOR

In last week’s edition of the Collegian, there was a news story detailing an anonymous student’s experience with Kenyon’s quarantine
protocol. I am that student.
The day before I was supposed to
move into my residence hall at Kenyon, my dad was notified that he
tested positive for COVID-19. Later
that week, I tested positive as well,
followed by my mom and siblings.
The fact that my entire household fell
ill with the virus was nerve-racking
in and of itself, but as time passed,
I soon realized that the stress of being sick and worrying about my family was overshadowed by a greater
anxiety: dealing with Kenyon’s everchanging protocol.
I experienced symptoms for a
little under a week, during which I
spent a lot of time researching the
disease. CDC guidelines state that,
following a positive COVID-19 test,
“you can be around others after 10
days since symptoms appeared and
[after] 24 hours with no fever,” as
long as other symptoms are also improving. It had been a week since I
had initially informed Kenyon of my
and my dad’s positives tests and had
yet to hear of a plan for my return,
so I sent an email to the Office of
Student Affairs with a link to these
guidelines attached.
I also explained in this email that
I was asymptomatic, had not had a
fever for over 24 hours and per the
guidelines, would be able to safely
end my quarantine period on Thursday, Sept. 3. In a response I received
that same day, I was told that Kenyon
is operating under the guidelines of
Knox Public Health, and that the
plan for my return would be based
on what they advised.
On Thursday, Sept. 3, a public health official from Knox Public
Health informed me that, per CDC
guidelines, I could return to campus
and resume my normal activities as
early as the following day. However,
the email I received from the school
the next day told me otherwise: instead of being allowed to return to
campus normally, I would be placed
in an “isolation house.” This left me
with more questions than answers; I
had never seen or heard of this house
before, nor did I know how long I
would reside there.
I found it odd that Kenyon was
not following the advice of medical
professionals, but I also understood
their responsibility to take precautionary measures. Overall, I felt optimistic about my return, as it ensured
that I would actually be on campus;

I had been attending typically inperson classes via video call — and,
to make it worse, I was without textbooks, which made it very difficult
to stay up to date on my coursework.
My optimism, however, quickly vanished after I arrived at the house.
As “isolation house” is not exactly the most cheerful of names,
I wasn’t expecting much, but the
space had not been cleaned at all. Every surface was covered in dust and
the floor was littered with dozens of
dead bugs. Even though I had overcome the shortness of breath I dealt
with while experiencing symptoms
of COVID-19, I could not take full
breaths in this house. The only indications that someone had been there
recently were a few rolls of toilet paper in the bathroom and a single,
untouched vacuum by the door. To
me, the vacuum’s presence seemed to
say, “Clean it up yourself,” and I did
just that.
I was very distressed the first
night I stayed there, not because I
was disgusted by the environment,
but because I felt so neglected in it. I
called a friend to describe the house’s
condition and they suggested that
maybe the administration was unaware of the fact that it had not been
cleaned. It turns out that the school
actually wasn’t aware: just further
evidence of their shortcomings.
Additionally, the house did not
have WiFi, which meant that I was
unable to partake in the only thing
I had been hopeful for concerning my return: catching up on my
classwork. If the school were to have
kept me in this “isolation house” for
much longer, I would have fallen further behind in my courses than if I
had stayed in my hometown. Thankfully, Dean of Students Robin Hart
Ruthenbeck arranged for me to be
moved to an NCA the following day;
she was very kind and responsive
when my parents and I reached out
to her about the house’s condition.
Although I was no longer contagious, I still tested positive for
COVID-19 for four days after I had
been cleared by Knox Public Health.
Within that time frame, the school
asked me to take an EverlyWell test
and informed me that, in the event
that I tested positive, they would label me as “recovered” on the Kenyon
COVID-19 Dashboard. When I tested positive, the school did not follow through with the promise they
made, labeling me as an “unusual
case” and providing no further information. This, unsurprisingly, led
to confusion and fear among members of the Kenyon community.
Not only did the school’s evasive-

ness regarding my positive test result
add to the anxiety of the community,
but it contributed to my own as well.
When I was cleared by the school to
move into my pre-registered housing
on Sept. 7, I was met with fear from
some friends who were familiar with
the details of my situation. Since Kenyon was still treating me like I was
sick, in my friends’ eyes, I was still
sick.
I felt like a burden to those who
had to accommodate me, which led
me to experience a lot of guilt about
coming back to campus. If Kenyon
had been honest with the community about some of the important
details of my situation (e.g., the fact
that I was not contagious when I returned to campus), I don’t think my
transition would have been so difficult and alienating.
When I tested positive for COVID-19, the physical symptoms were
not as horrifying as I thought they
would be; my family and I experienced very mild symptoms in comparison to what we had seen in the
news. There are so many people who
are dying or losing the ones they
love to this virus, and I am so grateful to have not gone through that.
However, I cannot will myself to feel
grateful for the way the school handled my situation, which is why I am
writing this piece.
COVID-19 left me both mentally and physically exhausted, and
when I had fully recovered I looked
forward to returning to Gambier
because it is a place that has made
me feel genuinely happy. Upon returning, however, I was met with so
many obstacles that I could not experience the emotional relief I had
been longing for. Kenyon cannot
treat the next sick student the same
way they treated me.
I truly believe that Kenyon has
the potential to serve as a model for
how colleges and universities in the
U.S. should be operating during a
pandemic. The many creative adjustments they have made shows that
the administration cares about the
health and safety of the community.
And yet, how is it that a college administration allows roughly half of
its students on campus during a pandemic and does not have isolation
housing prepared for them? Taking
care of a student body requires more
than just preventing the spread of
sickness; it requires compassion in
the instance that a student becomes
sick.
This writer was granted anonymity in order to protect their privacy.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus
and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writers. Columns and
letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members of the community
are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The
Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals,
not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received no later than the
Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject
to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any
submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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ALEX GILKEY

1
6
9
13
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
27
28
31
32
33
36
38
39
40
43
46
47
48
51
52
55
57
58
59
60
61

Across
Limerick rhyme scheme
Hog heaven
Professor Serfass or Lizzi
John Jarndyce’s Hearth of Dark
ness?
Doc’s orders
Common Hollyhock
What the means might justify
Wright Brothers, a presidential
ticket and 100 gecs
Molting snake, e.g.
Slot machine lever
Followers of More, perhaps
Elizabeth Browning, ___ 		
Moulton-Barrett
Kepler’s third, or a rule for chorales
Land down under?
Buccaneers’ Bay
Tech that lost to VHS
An average for timekeeping, or
perhaps a malevolent presence on
a hot day
A large West African Tree
Oozes
Temporal setting for Shakespeare’s
Julius Caesar?
NYC art school from which Jared
Leto graduated, for short
Annual Kenyon Review literary
event
The Pres., to the Army
Arranged properly
One of Twain’s stubborn things
Ball in a gym?
Perhaps a guitar, if a fibber passed
it off as a similarly sized orchestra
instrument?
Spicy upcoming film starring
Timothée Chalamet?
Magazine in The Pilgrim’s Prog
ress?
Quite a while
Bambi’s aunt
Out of ___

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
21
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
39
41
42
43
44
45
49
50
51
52
53
54
56

Down
Oil port on an Iranian island
Kind of magnetism
Turn into
Darlings, as the kids say these days
Charles Dodgson, ___ Lewis Carroll
Smithsonian group
Not surprised by, or a phrase in a
Gotye song title
Exact, morbidly
Jay and the _________
Animal shelter
Put two and two together
Author’s submissions, or graduate
degree for a social worker
Many mins
“My goodness!”
Grave words
Charity
Greater mouse-deer
The Ugly Duckling’s species
The Pied Piper’s town
Nabokov Novel for dentists?
Oedipus or Tyrannosaurus
Run-DMC single for our current
predicament?
Someone to take seriously initially,
or the sound that Nightcrawler
makes
Scary Great Lake
Professors Buehrer and Mason
Sea, to Debussy
Common Market inits.
Actress Zoe of Guardians of the
Galaxy
Find one’s niche?
Robin Hood’s girlfriend
A quantity with only magnitude, as
opposed to a vector
Subject of ENGL 356 and 358, of
which 13-, 40- and 58-Across and
31-Down are examples
Real troupers
“___ tu” (Verdi aria)
Alphabetic run from Q to U
Inventory initialism to maintain
freshness of perishables, or perhaps
something a giant might say
“Get a room” elicitor, briefly
Floor covering
“God bless us, every ___!” –Tiny
Tim
Baseball’s Young and others

CROSSWORD

ETHAN BONNELL
CONTRIBUTOR

REILLY WIELAND
CROSSWORD EDITOR

Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your completed
crossword to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com.
You can also complete this crossword online at
kenyoncollegian.com/section/opinion.
The answers to last week’s crossword can be found at
kenyoncollegian.com/section/opinion.
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In shocking comeback, Pogacar steals win in Tour de France
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In his first Tour de France appearance, 21-year-old Tadej Pogacar takes the title. | COURTESY OF CHABE01 VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
JAMES MAZER
STAFF WRITER

This year’s Tour de France finished, as it does every year, along the
Avenue des Champs-Élysées. The race
covered a total of 22,000 miles over
the course of 23 days, completed in
21 stages, and its conclusion was one
of the most unexpected upsets in cycling history.
Like many other multi-day cycling
races, the Tour contains a number
of competitions besides the overall
race. The four competitions include
the General classification, best young
rider, the sprints classification and
the King of the Mountains. Both the
best young riders’ jersey and the general classification competitions are
determined by the quickest overall
time over the course of the 21 stages.
The leaders of the General classification and the best young riders category wear the yellow and white jerseys
respectively.
The race began in the coastal city
of Nice on Aug. 29, over a month later than its traditional early-July start
due to the pandemic. After about nine
days of racing and three lead changes,
the race leader’s yellow jersey finally settled on the shoulders of Slovenian national champion and pre-race
favorite Primož Roglič of the Dutch
team Jumbo Visma. Roglic and Jumbo Visma then managed to hold on to
the jersey for the next 11 days, all the
while fighting off attacks from competitors.
To the untrained eye, cycling may
appear to be a sport of individuals,
similar to track and field. However,
in Grand Tour races like the Tour de

France, teammates play a crucial role
in ensuring victory. Throughout the
Tour, Roglic’s teammates performed
their duties perfectly, whether riding at the front of the race to allow
Roglic a safe spot to draft in, or returning to their team car to grab a
fresh water bottle. One by one, as the
Tour continued, Jumbo Visma rode
hard enough that Roglič’s rivals fatigued and began to slip down the
standings, and his hold on the yellow jersey became even firmer. Going
into the final stage, only 21-year-old
Tour de France rookie Tadej Pogacar,
Roglič’s countryman and close friend,
remained.
Despite his age, Pogacar is no
stranger to Grand tours. At last year’s
Vuelta a Espana, he dominated during the race’s third week and secured a podium placement. Pogacar
had a slow start in his first Tour de
France. He remained close to Roglič
in the overall standings through the
first week, but a mechanical issue
and crash had set him well behind
Roglič’s pace. Unlike Roglič, Pogacar did not have a particularly strong
team to support him. He spent much
of his time at the front of the race riding directly behind team Jumbo Visma in an attempt to conser ve energ y.
Pogacar’s efforts paid off, however,
and by stage 21 he assumed a commanding lead, earning the best young
rider’s jersey and a near-guaranteed
podium position.
Roglič maintained his advantage
throughout much of the third and final week of the tour. Going into the
penultimate stage — an individual
time trial up the notoriously difficult

climb Les Planches de Belles Filles —
Roglič had a solid 57-second advantage over Pogacar. Many people, including Jumbo Visma’s team director,
felt very good about Roglič’s ability
to maintain his lead. In addition to
having almost a minute on Pogacar,
Roglič is considered one of the most
talented time-trialists in cycling.
However, the nature of the individual
time trial made it impossible for his
teammates to support him: During
this portion of the race, riders must
depart from the start line alone and
ride the course completely unassisted.
La Planches de Belles Filles makes
regular appearances in the Tour de
France’s rotating list of climbs, but its
inclusion this year as the race’s only
time trial was an interesting choice.
About half of the 20-mile course was
almost pan f lat, while the stage finale shot directly upward, rising almost 1500 feet in under 2 miles with
gradients averaging eight percent and
even getting as steep as 14 percent in
some sections. (For comparison, the
hill leading up into Gambier and past
the Kenyon sign is only 8.6 percent).
Because they began the stage in
first and second place on the General classification, Roglič and Pogacar were the last two riders to depart
from the stage 20 start, two minutes
apart from one another. Through the
first couple of time checks Roglič
and Pogacar were almost even, but as
the stage progressed, Roglič began to
shed time. Still, even after losing 20
seconds to Pogacar, he maintained a
healthy lead. All that changed as the
riders began to ascend La Planches de
Belles Filles. As the road turned up-

hill and the course became more difficult, Roglič began to visibly struggle. “I saw that he was different than
usual on his bike,” Teammate Wout
Van Aert explained.
The steeper the gradient the more
Roglič seemed to visibly deteriorate.
He spent more time out of the saddle,
visibly fighting his bike, while his
helmet slipped back comically. As he
ascended the final few hundred feet
of the climb Roglič looked out of his
depth.
At the same time, two minutes
ahead, Pogacar seemed to only grow
stronger. He rode the final climb at a
blistering pace, staying smooth even
as the gradient grew steeper. By the
time he crossed the finish line, he
had won the stage and not only closed
the gap, but also taken the race lead.
Roglič crossed the line shortly after,
having lost 57 seconds to Pogacar, who
was now officially the leader of the
general classification, and the youngest winner of the Tour de France. “We
were stunned. We thought 57 seconds
was enough,” Jumbo Visma team director Richard Plugge told reporters. “It was a mistake to think that,
it’s clear.” After conceding the yellow
jersey, Roglič made a point of congratulating his friend and countryman with a hug.
The race concluded with a procession into Paris that ser ved as a celebration of Pogacar’s victory. It is an
unwritten rule in cycling that a leader
of the Tour de France cannot lose the
yellow jersey on the Champs-Élysées.
So on Sunday, Sept. 20, Tadej Pogacar
became the youngest person to ever
win the Tour de France.
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MLB postseason set to begin Sept. 29

Fall Sports
Spotlight:
Field Hockey
DAVID METZGER
STAFF WRITER

The MLB postseason returns next week as fans watch from home. | COURTESY OF PIKIST

CALEB NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER

MLB playoffs start next Tuesday and, just like everything else
in 2020, the postseason will look a
little different.
One of the major changes is that
the playoffs are expanding from five
to eight teams in each league. In the
first round this year, all of the teams
in both leagues will play a best of
three. The next three rounds will be
the same as every year: best of five,
best of seven and best of seven.
Below are power rankings of the
eight teams with the best chances of
lifting the Commissioner’s Trophy.
These rankings are based on many
factors, including 2020 regular season statistics from to MLB.com and
previous playoff experience.
The odds-on favorite is the Los
Angeles Dodgers. They lead the
league in most pitching metrics:
Earned Runs Average (ERA), Walks
+ Hits per Inning Pitcher (WHIP)
and Batting Average Against (BAA).
In recent years, fans have repeatedly
heard that the Dodgers are the most
likely team to win the World Series,
though they have continued to fall
short, with their last World Series
win having occurred in 1988. This
year, though, the Dodgers made a
blockbuster trade in the offseason
for 2018 American League (AL)
MVP Mookie Betts to join forces with the 2019 National League
MVP Cody Bellinger. The pair of
MVPs have a great chance to propel the team to its next World Series
win.
The Chicago franchises are the
next best bets. With all due respect
to the team from the South Side,
the North Side’s club has the better
chances. The Cubs have excelled for
the better half of the decade, while
the White Sox’s last season above
.500 occurred in 2012. This season,
however, the Sox have a slight statistical advantage in pitching (fourth
vs eighth in ERA, fifth vs sixth in
BAA), and a substantial one in hitting: They are third in batting average (AVG) and fourth in slugging
(SLG), whereas the Cubs are 27th

and 23rd, respectively. Based on
the regular season, the Sox should
go deeper into the playoffs, but the
Cubs still have a chance, due to their
playoff experience in recent years.
The White Sox are perfectly capable
of winning a series against any team
in the MLB, but their lack of playoff
experience makes this an unlikely
prospect.
The Tampa Bay Rays are an interesting team: Currently, they
have the second-best record in the
AL, and lead the league in saves
and wins. Their hitting, however,
is a different story. They rank 20th
in both AVG and OBP and 12th in
SLG. If they win in the playoffs, it
will be because of their good pitching, something that matters greatly
in October. However, they will likely lose in the playoffs, as their offense pales in comparison to other
teams’ like the White Sox or New
York Yankees.
The San Diego Padres have the
second-best record in the National
League with no significant weaknesses. Much like the White Sox,
they have good offense (seventhbest AVG, sixth-best OBP, secondbest SLG) and defense (seventh
ERA, third WHIP, ninth BAA). The
Padres have a similar level of playoff experience, but they lack an ace
like the Sox’s Lucas Giolito — that
could be the reason they watch the
Fall Classic from their homes. There
is also a very good chance that they
will be playing the Dodgers in the
first round; they would likely fall in
that matchup.
The Yankees have dealt with injuries all year long. Despite this,
they have the fourth-best record in
the AL, are fourth in OBP and fifth
in slugging. Their pitching is not
bad either; they are tied for seventh
in BAA and are seventh in WHIP.
The Yankees have made some strong
runs for the pennant before, and
with the AL wide open, it could be
their experience and deep bench
that carries them to their first championship win since 2009. That being
said, due to the pandemic, they will
not play in the hitter-friendly Yankee Stadium this year if they reach

the later rounds, so a team with
better pitching could bounce them
from the playoffs.
The Atlanta Braves lineup is solid: They are second in batting average, second in OBP, first in OPS.
Their pitching, on the other hand, is
only okay (they’re 16th in ERA, 19th
in BAA, 17th in WHIP), so they
could be practicing their golf game
soon if their offense goes dormant.
But if the Braves can keep their offense going, they could achieve success in the postseason.
The Oakland Athletics (A’s) are
the last division winners on the list.
Their offense is below average, but
their pitching is solid (fifth in ERA,
tied for third in saves, ninth WHIP,
15th in BAA). Traditionally, bullpens have consisted of failed starting pitchers, but that is not always
the case in today’s league. Hardthrower Liam Hendriks leads the
league in saves with 13. The A’s always seem to make the most with
very little. However, ultimately, the
A’s will probably lose to a team that
either has more resources (Yankees)
or is just a better team (Sox). Would
it be a surprise to see them go the
distance? No, but it’s not the most
likely outcome, either.
A key factor of this postseason
will be neutral site games. Some
teams might benefit from the neutral ballparks, while others might
suffer. Some parks are good for
pitchers, while others favor hitters.
The National League Division Series
(NLDS), National League Championship Series (NLCS) and the World
Series will be played at Globe Life
Field, Texas Rangers’ stadium. The
ALDS and ALCS will be played at
Petco Park, home of the San Diego
Padres. Minute Maid Park (Houston Astros) and Dodger Stadium
(Los Angeles Dodgers) will host the
NLDS and ALDS, respectively.
It is yet unclear whether fans
will be allowed in the ballpark, and
whether the season will have an asterisk next to it is a question that has
yet to be answered. But one thing is
certain: At the end of October, one
team will be lifting the Commissioner’s Trophy.

With fall sports postponed until the spring,
the Collegian has decided to look at how
Kenyon athletes are navigating these difficult circumstances. Each week, we will
provide an update on one of the fall sports
teams. This week, we are highlighting the
field hockey team.
While the Kenyon field hockey
team cannot take part in its fall schedule,
the team is still keeping high spirits and
is continuing to foster strong connections
that should serve them well when they return to play. The team is emphasizing perseverance in all that they do: persevering
despite their fall season being cancelled,
persevering despite many of their junior
and senior players being off campus and
persevering through the absence of typical bonding activities. As Victoria Holman ’21 notes, it’s “all about adapting and
making the best out of bad situations.”
Within this framework, the team
has participated in numerous activities
that have allowed them to mitigate some
of the negative consequences of the pandemic. “We’re doing whole [team] Zoom
calls, keeping in contact with each other
through specific small groups daily and
trying to keep up the morale by sharing
… things that have happened to us while
remote,” Paulina Mendez ’21 said.
Meanwhile, the coaching staff
has made efforts to find unconventional,
creative solutions to ensure that the players remain excited and feel emotionally
supported.
“Coaches Jacque [Demarco] and
Hannah [Pany] have been amazing coming up with new ways to stay connected
with our hockey family off campus by
fitting in biweekly team meetings and
throwing in fun group challenges,” Holman said.
For those who are on campus, the
coaching staff has ensured that the athletes have been able to extract as much
value as possible while following the College’s health and safety guidelines. For
those who are off campus, this time has
been an exercise in responsibility.
“We have off-field practices and
are holding each other accountable,” Mendez said. “Even though it hasn’t been the
same, winners adjust.”

